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Heap corrugation and hexagon formation of powder under vertical vibrations
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We report free-surface instabilities in a deep bed of fine granular material of irregular shape under vertical
vibrations. At low frequency of vibration, the conical heap due to convective flow becomes unstable above a
critical amplitude of vibration and acquires an azimuthal dependence which makes the heap surface corrugated.
At even higher amplitude, the heap is no longer stable and splits into small heaps on a hexagonal lattice. At
high frequency, we observe standing waves~stripes! at the same frequency as the driving one. The main
mechanism of these instabilities can be traced back to the presence of the surrounding gas, since they vanish
under vacuum conditions.@S1063-651X~99!07605-9#

PACS number~s!: 83.70.Fn, 45.70.2n, 47.20.2k, 47.54.1r
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Vibrated granular media display various fluidlike prope
ties @1#: roll convection @2#, heaping@3–8#, bubbling @9#,
free-surface excitation@10–16#. When the vessel accelera
tion is greater than gravity, various patterns appear on
free-surface of the grains. Pattern selection depends in
ticular on the dimensionless layer thicknessN5h/d ~where
h is the layer thickness andd the typical size of particles!.
Typically whenN is greater than 10 to 20 a heap form
spontaneously@1,15,16#. The appearance of the heap h
been attributed to convective flow due either to grain fricti
with the container walls@8,16# or to the presence of th
interstitial gas @6,16,17#. Although two-dimensional~2D!
simulations account for convective motions@18# and heap
formation @19# due to friction with the container sidewalls
very few simulations take the effect of air into account@20#.
However, the ambient gas effect is prominent for a relativ
deep bed (N@1) of small particles (d,1 mm) @17#, and
leads to a number of instabilities, as is reported here
addition to the convection patterns in the bulk of the granu
materials, its flat free-surface can exhibit different wave p
nomena: parametric extended@1,10–14# or localized @21#
standing surface waves~for N,10220), and period dou-
bling instabilities@1,13–16# ~anyN). For all these standing
waves, convection due to air and to friction on the edges
negligible.

In this paper, we report qualitative observations of surfa
instabilities in a deep (50&N&200) bed of fine granula
materials under vertical sinusoidal vibrations. We have u
noncohesive irregularly shaped fine grains~from 40 to
120 mm) to have large intergrain friction in order to inve
tigate the role of large dissipation on granular material un
vibration. The small size of the grains makes the role of
prominent@17#. The choice of irregular shapes enhances d
sipation due to inelastic collisions as well as solid fricti
@22#. Recently, both the effects of size and shape distri
tions have been shown to be linked to spontaneous stra
cation@22,23#. In such highly dissipative granular media, w
report secondary instabilities: first, the heap corrugat
which goes beyond the previous observations of heap for
tion ~see Ref.@24# for an overview! and traveling waves on
its surface@25#, second, the formation of hexagons, a
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third, standing wave patterns~stripes! at the driving fre-
quency. Those last two patterns are not caused by param
instability, as was the case in previous observations on s
low layers of particles@12,13#. All these phenomena are in
dependent of the presence of the container sidewalls
come from both the effects due to the interstitial gas and
the irregular shapes of the grains.

The experimental setup consists of a vertically vibrati
vessel containing a powder~alumina powder, silica powder
or Ganga sand! with grains of irregular shape~see Fig. 1!.
An electromagnetic vibration exciter~BK4808! drives the
container sinusoidaly, with frequency accuracy better th
60.6%. The vertical acceleration amplitudea is measured
by means of a piezoelectric accelerometer~BK4374! glued
on the top of the vessel. The horizontal component of
acceleration is measured to be less than 1.3% of the ver
one. The whole setup is fixed on a table with adjustable l
in order to ensure that it is horizontal. Our control paramet
are the driving frequencyf and the dimensionless acceler
tion amplitudeG5a/g ranging from 0 to 12, whereg is the
acceleration due to gravity. The experiments are conduc
by increasing or decreasing the acceleration at a fixed v
of the frequency in the range 10–300 Hz. Several contain
of circular shapes~from 80 to 150 mm in diameter! or square

FIG. 1. Image from a reflection microscope of alumina gra
used in our experiments.
5716 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Top view of free-surface instabilities of alumina powder~mass 40 g! at f 542 Hz. The powder surface is initially plane.~a!
Spontaneous formation of a single heap due to convective motions atG52.87.Gconv. ~b! The corrugation of the free-surface of the he
(G53.17).~c! Flattening of the heap at higher vibration amplitude (G53.75).~d! Split of the single heap into many small corrugated hea
at much higher amplitude (G54.16).
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shapes~from 80 to 150 mm in side! have been used and a
filled to different heights~typically from 50 to 200 layers!
with a powder having a granulometry range from 40
120 mm. We have observed the same types of beha
whatever the vessel and the powder used, but the re
reported here are from a set of experiments done in a
alumin cylindrical container, 120 mm inner diameter and
mm depth, filled with roughly 40 g of alumina powder. Th
motions of the free-surface of the granular material are v
alized by a video camera or a still camera~Nikon FA! either
with a direct or a strobe light. A small amount of the powd
is soaked in fountain-pen ink and dried at roughly 200 °C
1 h. This colored powder is then mixed in a small fractio
rougly 1%, to visualize motions of the grains in the he
more clearly.

WhenG is increased above some critical valueGconv, the
initially flat surface of the granular material becomes u
stable, and the grains self-organize themselves in the form
a single heap, as is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The slope of the heap
ud , i.e., the dynamic angle of repose@7#, is determined by
the dynamic equilibrium between falling particles~surface
avalanches! and internal transport of fluidized grains fro
r
lts
r-

0

-

r
r
,

-
of

the base to the top of the heap~convective flow!. This inter-
pretation was first proposed by Faraday@3# and the convec-
tive regime due to air effect has been demonstrated
Larocheet al. @6#. In an evacuated container, i.e., at press
lower than roughly 10 Torr, no heap formation is observ
showing that convective flow due to the air is the releva
mechanism for heap formation for fine grains, i.e.,d
!1 mm, in agreement with previous experiment@10,17#.
Intuitively, Gconv, ud , and the shape of the heap must
dependent on various parameters~e.g., grain size, shape
roughness, cohesiveness, driving frequency!. For all nonco-
hesive, dry, and fine grains used here, we find that the o
of convective flow isGconv51.1760.06 and is independen
on the forcing frequency in the range 20–120 Hz. Oth
works @1,7–9,25# report that this value is independent on t
grain shape and size. At higher frequency,Gconv slightly de-
creases~e.g., at 160 Hz,Gconv50.7460.03). The angle of
repose is relatively high, roughly 30 ° at 40 Hz andG51.5,
which is typical of materials with nonspherical or roug
grains. The angleud decreases from 100 Hz to become ze
near 200 Hz. The shape of the heap also depends on t
parameters and varies from a cone~e.g., in sand and alumina
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at low frequencies! to nearly semispherical@e.g., in silica
~alumina! at low ~high! frequencies#, the boundary effects
being negligible as is shown in Fig. 2~b!.

At higherG.Gconv and for fixedf ,100 Hz, we observe
that the speed of the particles near the bottom of the h
becomes much higher than for those near the top. At
stage, the heap profile has two slopes, the upper one b
steeper than the lower one. It seems similar to kink forme
static heap as in experiments of Makseet al. @22,23# except
that in our case it is periodically moving upwards due
shaking. We refer to this phenomenon asdynamic kink.
Bulges then appear where the two slopes meet. This circ
corolla of bulges remains initially stable on the heap surfa
At G5GW.Gconv ~see Fig. 3!, it starts moving upward unde
the avalanche layers without interacting with the latter. T
traveling wave disappears near the top of the heap an
periodically recreated where the two slopes intersect. Th
similar to the observations of Pak and Behringer@25#. How-
ever, their narrow annular geometry and relatively large p
ticles sizes~10 times ours! might have obscured the obse
vation of dynamic kink in their experiment even though th
saw bulges and traveling waves. Figure 3 shows the de
dence ofGW on the driving frequency. This extends the r
sult that, at fixed frequency,GW is a grain size function@25#.
Moreover, the interpretation of the upward direction of t
traveling wave has been given in Ref.@25#, but its formation
due to dynamic kink of the heap was not known.

Increasing againG, we observe a remarkable new ph
nomenon: at G5Gcorr.GW ~see Fig. 3!, equispaced
‘‘ridges’’ and ‘‘grooves’’ appear along the inclined free
surface@see Fig. 2~b!#. The conical surface of the heap
now corrugated. Locations of the ridges and grooves al
nate periodically with a period much larger than the drivi
one. This phenomenon of corrugation is quite robust, is
sensitive to any small perturbations and leveling defects,
is also observed in silica powder and Ganga sand. Howe
this effect disappears when the experiment is repeated e

FIG. 3. Phase diagram showing several free-surface instabil
of alumina powder~mass 40 g!. At a given frequency,Gconv ~dashed
curve!, GW (s), Gcorr (L), and GH ~upper curve! are, respec-
tively, the onsets for the threshold of the convective flow, the tr
eling waves~TW!, the heap corrugation regime and the hexago
state. The transition towards hexagonal patterns is displayed
but is not measured precisely. A typical experiment in Fig. 2 c
sists of increasing the acceleration at fixed frequency~line aa8).
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with spherical beads of glass or zirconium, from 0.5 to 3 m
in diameter. Although the convection mechanism due to
is very diminished for particles of order of milimeter in cha
acteristic length@26#, it still leads to spontaneous heap fo
mation ~see also Ref.@25#!. Absence of corrugation of this
heap suggests that the friction between spherical particle
lower than the one between two particles of irregular shap
This underlines the importance of energy dissipation on p
tern selection in granular materials in response to the
posed excitation. Figure 3 shows the dependence ofGcorr on
the driving frequency.

With further increase inG ~see Fig. 3!, the heap flattens
†see Fig. 2~c! and Ref.@27#‡ creating many small heaps at i
base. Finally, the heap splits into many smaller corruga
heaps interacting with each other randomly@see Fig. 2~d!#.
Note that all these behaviors~and in particular the corruga
tion! are not observed when our experiment is repeated
container evacuated to a pressure less than 10 Torr. Th
fore, both the air flow ~fluidization! effect and the irregular
shapes of grains seem to be necessary for corrugation fo
tion on the heap surface.

The origin of the corrugations seems related to the int
sified convective flow beneath the free-surface. Indeed,
before the threshold of corrugation and over one oscillat
period of the container, more particles are convected to
top compared to particles falling along the free-surface d
to avalanches. This leads to an unstable heap. The con
ous azimuthal symmetry of the heap is then broken and
angle of repose becomes~azimuthal! angle dependent. We
observe that the slope is slightly lower for the ridges than
the heap just before the onset of corrugation, the contr
being true for the grooves. This is enough to increase sur
avalanches, which in turn balance the enhanced convec
flow. By inserting colored particles at the lower rim of th
heap, we observe that the upward motions of the grains
confined in a thin conical layer including the free surfac
Because of different slopes for ridges and grooves, the
ticles falling rate is different along them and regularly spac
mounds then appear at the base of the grooves@see Fig.
2~b!#. This in turn affects the local convective flow at th
base of the heap. Ridges becomes grooves and vice v
This is why we see periodically alternating ridges a
grooves. At the instability onset, the wavelength of the c
rugation, i.e., the angular separation between the middle
two successive ridges or grooves, decreases with increa
frequency of vibration. This is in qualitative agreement w
pattern formation in other dissipative systems@28,29#.

When we increase againG.Gcorr at a fixed frequency,
each small corrugated mound in Fig. 2~d! interacts more vi-
gourously with its neighbors: tall mounds give birth
smaller ones leading, after a while, to an homogene
height for all mounds. Nucleations and creations of moun
then take place continually and erratically. AtG5GH
.Gcorr, mounds self-organize themselves in hexagonal
tice as shown in Fig. 4. With a direct light, hexagons appe
‘‘fluidized’’ @see Fig. 4~a!#. With a strobe light, at the
driving frequency, we observe also a ‘‘condensed’’ pha
@see Fig. 4~b!#. For a small height of powder, i.e., corre
sponding to a mass of 6 g, the wavelength of the hexag
decreases when increasing the frequency in the range 20
Hz. We do not observe hexagonal patterns above this up
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frequency. For a greater height of powder, i.e., correspo
ing to a mass of 40 g, the hexagons disappear at a lo
frequency, i.e.,f .40 Hz ~see Fig. 3!. At fixed f andG, the
hexagon wavelength increases when the powder amoun
side the container, increases. Finally, for accelerations m
above the onset of hexagons, the powder motion beco
completely erratic.

Let us now consider high frequencies (f .100 Hz) and
small accelerations, just above the onset of convective in
bility Gconv. The dynamic angle of the heap decreases w
increasing frequency, and the free-surface finally becom
flat at frequency around 200 Hz. At these higher frequenc
increasingG above the onset of convection, we obser
standing wave stripes at the same frequency as the dri
one ~see Fig. 5!. Increasing the acceleration, the stripes p

FIG. 4. Free-surface instability of alumina powder~mass 40 g!
for f 528 Hz andG54.26. ~a! ‘‘Fluidized’’ hexagons visualized
with a direct light. ~b! ‘‘Condensed’’ hexagons visualized with
strob light ~28 Hz!. Note on both pictures the presence of defe
~pentagons!. Fluidized phase duration is 2 to 3 times longer than
condensed one which lasts roughly 5 to 6 s with a strobe light
ch
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sist still the powder motion becomes completely erratic.
Hexagons and stripes on the free-surface of granular

terials appear, at first instance, similar to those observed
Melo et al. @12,13#. However, our patterns are synchrono
with the driving frequency, while those reported in Re
@12,13# are subharmonically excited patterns. Our patte
are mainly due to fluidization of irregular shaped grains d
to the presence of interstitial gas, and they appear in athick
layer of grains. Our patterns disappear when we perform
experiments in an evacuated container~e.g., with a pressure
around 10 Torr!. We do not observe hexagons. We obse
instead subharmonically generated stripes as observe
Refs. @12,13#. Subharmonically generated patterns inthin
layers (N,20) of granular materials either in presence of
@12# or in vacuum@13# are similar to those observed in thi
layers of viscous fluids under vertical excitation@28,29#. For
thin layers of relatively large grains, the role of trapped air
perhaps, not strong enough to influence the pattern selec

To conclude, we report three instabilities of the fre
surface of vibrated dissipative granular materials in prese
of interstitial air: At fixed low frequency, the corrugation o
the heap surface at low excitation amplitude and the s
organization of mounds in hexagonal lattice at relative
high excitation amplitude; standing waves~stripes! synchro-
nous with the driving at high frequencies. They all appe
due to irregular shapes of the very fine grains and fluidi
tion due to the interstitial air. The theoretical explanation
these instabilities as well as the universal thresholdGconv of
the convective motion are open and challenging problem
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FIG. 5. Stripes on the flattened surface of alumina powder~mass
100 g! at high frequency (f 5215 Hz) for G51.4.Gconv. This
standing waves at a vanishing frequency are visualized with a s
boscope (f 5215 Hz). The cylindrical container is 96 mm in diam
eter and 48 mm in depth.
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